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32” x 40”

Featuring Barnyard Blues Fabrics by Susybee

Designed by Terri Butler
mamasaidsewllc.com
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¼ yd.
SB20171-845

⅔ yd. 
SB20103-760

(includes binding)

⅓ yd. 
SB20415-815

1½ yd. SB20415-76
Suggested Backing

WOF = width of fabric
All seams ¼”

Fussy cutting tip:
Cut a 9½” square of heavy paper, draw 1” along the inside edge. Cut drawn line 
leaving a 7½” opening. Use frame to center images on storybook panel pages 
lightly draw line on inside of frame. Cut along drawn line for 7½” square quilt 
blocks.

From Panel, SB20414-760:
Fussy cut (12) 7½” X 7½” squares for quilt blocks. 

From Lime Noises SB20415-815:
(2) 2½” X 33½” strips, side borders #2
(2) 2½” X 29½” strips, top and bottom borders #2

From Denim Swirls SB20103-760 :
(7) 1½“ X WOF strips and sub cut into:

(2) 1½” X 31½”, side borders #1.
(2) 1½“ X 25½”, top and bottom borders #1.
(3) 1½“ X 23½, vertical sashing strips, B.
(8) 1½” X 7½”, vertical sashing strips, A.

(4) 2½” X WOF strips, for binding.

From Dark Lime Dot SB20171-845:
(2) 1½” X 31½” strips for side borders #3.
(2) 1½” X 37½” strips for top and bottom borders #3.
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SB20414-760
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Diagram B

Step 1.  
A. Arrange fussy cut blocks as shown 
in Diagram A. Stitch 1½” X 7½” 
vertical sashing strips, A, to right and 
left sides of each block in center 
column.

B. Referring to block placement, stitch 
right and left blocks to center blocks.
(shown by arrows)

C. Arrange rows as shown in Diagram 
B. Stitch horizontal sashing strips, B, 
to bottom rows 1, 2, and 3.

D. Stitch rows together.

Step 2. 
Add borders in rounds as shown in Diagram C. 
Always add side borders before top and 
bottom borders. 

Round 1 - 1½” Denim Swirls strips for border #1.

Round 2 - 2½” Lime Noises strips for border #2.

Round 3 - 1½” Dark Lime Dot for border #3.

Quilt Finishing

1  Layer quilt top with batting and backing.

2. Quilt as desired.

3. Square quilt.

4. To prepare binding, trim selvages from
binding strips and stitch together on short ends.

5. Bind as usual.
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Diagram A

Diagram C

Not For Resale. While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, yardage requirements, and 
construction directions, this does not allow for personal variations in measuring, cutting and/or sewing. Clothworks 
is not responsible for printing errors. Check clothworks.com for pattern updates.


